picture; it is cruelly exact', was more interested in Conrad's descriptions of primitive culture and the jungle than in his record of Belgian colonialism.3 Eliot, Gide, and Russell, looking at Conrad's novella in the light of their own preoccupations and the concerns of their own time, detected important threads in the narrative and brought it new meaning, but they also transformed the tale and distracted readers from the 'heart of darkness', which was colonialism. As existentialism and Jungian archetypes have become critical tools, the novella has been disfigured; Conrad would hardly recognize his own hand.
Both the colonialism of the turn of the century and Conrad's image of it have been misread. Alberto Moravia, for instance, does both, for he claims that Conrad defined the 'old colonialism' in its 'picturesqueness' and with 'its decadent bungalows, its Victorian hotels, its slave-like bars, its dusty shops'. Yet the old colonialism was in its essentials never like this nor did Conrad describe it in this fashion. Heart of Darkness is anything but border country which linked the primitive African world with the moder European. Conrad placed himself at and was fascinated by frontiers -mythical frontiers between Poland and England, civilization and savagery, industrialism and pastoralism, and these social and historical tensions were made the tensions of his novels. He believed that 'the bitterest contradictions and the deadliest conflicts of the world are carried on in every individual breast capable of feeling and passion'. For him the conflicts he witnessed in the Belgian Congo illuminated the conflicts of the modem world; he had only to give them shape and significance, set them down on paper, to chronicle a phase of history. In writing out of his self he was mythologizing the contemporary world.
The times, too, worked on Conrad's imagination and the memories of the Congo were recalled when the rapacity of Leopold's enterprise began to be suspected and when both jingoism and anti-imperialism shocked England at the turn of the century. He had written of the colonial scene in his first novels but they convey little sense of its social framework. In I897, with 'An Outpost of Progress', and then in I899, with Heart of Darkness, he drew closer to the colonialism of his day. Beatrice Webb noted in her diary, 25 June I897: 'Imperialism in the air! -all classes drunk with sight seeing and hysterical loyalty', and it was this atmosphere which bent Conrad's art in the direction of colonialism in Africa, and which somewhat later provoked him to attack the 'idiotic' Boer War and to regret that 'All that's art, thought, idea will have to step back and hide its head before the intolerable war inanities'. We know from his friends and from his letters that the political issues of I897-I902 returned him to his own experience with colonialism and impressed him with the belief that English readers needed urgently to see colonialism in Africa.5 There was a public interested in tales about the empire, about savages and white traders, and Heart of Darkness, written for Blackwood's Magazine which specialized in 'tales from the outposts', answers that curiosity and reads in parts like the popular magazine fiction of the day. The descriptions of shouting and frantic blacks attacking Marlow's steamship and the whites firing back, and of the beautiful Negro mistress of the white colonialist, satisfied readers looking for romance and adventure. But Heart of Darkness answers the romantic tales about Africa -like Rider Haggard's 'Black Heart and White Heart' -with the actualities of colonialism. It was born in part because there was a public which wanted avidly to read of Africa but it gave them a Congo they knew little about.
Much of what happened to Conrad in the Congo is lost or confused. He gave different versions of his voyage and it is suggested that the actual journey was merged with accounts of other African travellers -those of Mungo Park, Bruce, Burton, Speke, and Livingstone-which Conrad had read and which lingered in his memory. As a child he had read about African explorers and from their stories constructed a romantic world of exploration, but when he finally went to the Congo it put 'an end to the idealized realities of a boy's daydreams!' However, Conrad's Diary, which he kept from 13 June to i August I890, and his letters from the Congo give us some hints. The Diary has few similarities with the finished story, although both depict a journey up the Congo River, and passages from it which would have depicted the Congo Conrad encountered were omitted from the novella. Heart of Darkness has no mention, as the Diary has, of Roger Casement, no description of the Hatton and Cookson English factory, no packing of ivory in cases for shipment, no visits to African market towns, plantations, or missions. The Congo Conrad saw in I890 with its factories, plantations, missionaries, and commercial firms was a more highly organized and 'civilized' region than the Congo of Heart of Darkness, which is presented in the rudimentary stages of development. Correspondingly, the Diary betrays no horror of the jungle or fascination for the primitive on anything like the scale of Heart of Darkness; nor is there the same degree of bitterness and anguish, though occasionally Conrad expressed his hatred of the Congo and the colonial enterprise. On 5 July he wrote, 'Getting jolly well sick of this fun', and on 24 June that the 'Prominent characteristic of the social life here' was 'people speaking ill of each other'. However, he was pleased with many of the representatives of European colonialism and found the Mission of Sutili 'eminently civilized'. Roger Casement, whose reports exposed Belgian atrocities in the Congo and were used by Mark England, simply because English life itself has for so long been parasitic on life abroad and does not wish to recognize the fact'.8 From his Congo experience Conrad also came to believe that it was his task as a novelist to unmask society, to look below its surface to discern its essential character, and when we turn from the Diary to the letters we see a Conrad who had discerned a rapacious colonialism. By September 1890 he was sorry he had come to the Congo. 'Everything is repellent to me here', he wrote, 'Men and things, but especially men'. He described the manager as a 'common ivory-dealer with sordid instincts', and thought of himself as one of the Congo's 'white slaves'. At first he grumbled about the stupidity of packing ivory in crates, but gradually he came to attack the colonial set-up as a whole, and sneered at that 'big (or fat ?) banker who rules the roost at home'.9 Some of his letters are lost, but those from his uncle Bobrowski reveal Conrad's own dilemma. We can deduce what he wrote to his uncle from Bobrowski's sense that his nephew was 'on the frontier between civilization and savagery', and from his remark, 'I see from your last letter that you feel a deep resentment towards the Belgians for exploiting you so mercilessly'.10
Although Heart of Darkness is rooted in autobiography it goes beyond it. Conrad's indignation at being a white slave and exploited was channelled into an art which indicted Belgian exploitation in the Congo, and his sense of being on the 'frontier ', and 'In the empty immensity of earth, sky, and  water', the ship is 'incomprehensible, firing into a continent' . Marlow tells us that 'There was a touch of insanity in the proceeding', and he feels the same as he watches the building of the Congo railroad. Work on this railroad was in progress when Conrad was in the Congo but was not completed until I898, when he began to write Heart of Darkness. It is likely that news of its completion awakened memories of its early stages. The Congo Diary contains no mention of the railroad, which follows the route Conrad took, and its prominent place in the novella indicates his increased social and political understanding. Gide saw the railroad in the I920s and claimed that although it had cost much human life it was a worthwhile and noble accomplishment. The mid-and late Victorians did not seem to realize that human beings were involved in building railroads; a writer for The Quarterly Review claimed in I898 that 'In Africa, as in all half-savage countries, the railroad is the best instrument for the introduction of civilization'. Earlier, Froude had claimed that 'Civilization spreads with railroad speed', and that notion was widely expressed and believed. In I889, the year the Compagnie du Chemin de Fer du Congo was founded, Thys asserted: 'friends of humanity will find that the Congo railway is the means par excellence of allowing civilization to penetrate rapidly and surely into the unknown depths of Africa'. In focusing on the building of the railroad, 'the revolutionary machine of the age', Conrad depicted one of the most important aspects of colonialism, for the railroad, as Roger Casement noted, was central to exploitation of the Belgian Congo.14 To Froude, Thys, and the magazine writers who celebrated the railroad as an instrument of progress and civilization, Conrad gave a fierce reply. For Conrad the railroad was a destroyer of nature, an instrument for exploitation and oppression, for the violent destruction of primitive communities. Like the gunboat shelling the African continent, the building of the railroad is depicted as a struggle between the white man and nature which slowly destroys the African. Conrad tells us of the black labourers: 'brought from all the recesses of the coast in all the legality of time contracts, lost in uncongenial surroundings, fed on unfamiliar food, they sickened, became inefficient, and were allowed to crawl away and rest'. We see the railroad chain-gang at close range: 'Six black men advanced in a file, toiling up the path. They walked erect and slow, balancing small baskets of full earth on their heads ... I could see every rib, the joints of their limbs were like knots in a rope; each had an iron collar on his neck, and all were connected together with a chain'.
It isn't only gunboats and railroads that we see but the people involved in Belgian colonialism, from the chain-gang to the company manager. The Africans portrayed in this early section are real individuals and not merely noble savages or devils. Marlow meets an armed African in uniform watching over labourers, a primitive rebel stubbornly resisting the white colonialists by sabotaging their efforts, and a surly young African whose master allows him to insult other whites. It is a world in which Belgians and Africans are both victims and victimizers, corrupting and corrupted. There is the company accountant in starched collar and clean linen who tells Marlow: 'When one has got to make correct entries, one comes to hate those savages -hate them to the death'. We follow the Eldorado Exploring Expedition, its grimy explorers, Negro carriers and mangy donkeys going into the wilderness to look for ivory on the pretext of exploration. The relationship between scientific exploration and the quest for wealth fascinated Conrad; he noted that 'The voyages of the early explorers were prompted by an acquisitive spirit, the idea of lucre in some form, the desire of trade or the desire of loot, disguised in more or less fine words'. And in fact he envisaged history as an interweaving of the noble and ignoble, exploration linked with exploitation, progress and civilization tied to reaction and savagery. 
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differ appreciably from the rest of mankind which puts infinite trust in its own creations'. There is a wide variety of fetishes in this book: an Italian revolutionary does not believe in saints or in 'priest's religion', but 'Liberty and Garibaldi were his divinities'; an American financier 'looks upon his own God as a sort of influential partner, who gets his share of the profits in the endowment of churches', and that too, Conrad says, is a 'sort of idolatry'. And most important is the 'religion of silver and iron', for in modem society wealth was the ultimate fetish. The deification of wealth, political power, and secular values was an indication that man's creations assumed power over him, that man was estranged from the world around him. The notion is important in other novels and is decisive in Heart of Darkness. Conrad focuses on the fetishes of empire and on the deification of 'efficiency'.
In Heart of Darkness there is the religion of ivory as well, the ivory to which the white traders pray. In Kurtz the notion of fetishism is transformed into a symbol, for having worshipped ivory he is turned into 'an animated image of death carved out of old ivory'. Kurtz stands at the 'heart of darkness' for he has become a god worshipped by the Africans and thus totally dehumanized. This is a direct comment on the colonialist world, for many had written, as Kurtz did, that whites must appear 'in the nature of supernatural beings ... with the might as of a deity', to 'exert a power for good'.
Kurtz is also a decadent colonialist because he takes part in the rituals of savage society. Conrad attempts to distinguish Kurtz's savagery from that of the Africans, and feels that theirs 'was a positive relief' and 'had a right to exist', while Kurtz's is abominable: savages have a right to be savage but not civilized men. However, he fails to distinguish successfully between the two, and the implication of the tale is that the colonialist becomes decadent and corrupt because of contact with savages. Kurtz is decadent literally because he becomes like the Africans, and figuratively because 'powers of darkness' control him and his is the 'heart of darkness'. Conrad held this notion at the same time that he sympathized with and identified with the Africans, and this conflict links up with a central ambiguity of the novella, for it describes evil both in terms of society and in terms of racial and pre-social forces. In fact, Conrad believed that blacks were a corrupting force, and in his earlier novels he described savage women and The notion that colonialism and imperialism were barbarisms and jingoism a savage survival was not the property of social theorists and sociologists alone. Like Spencer, the novelist George Gissing believed that a time of re-barbarization was coming and he noted in I900 that 'A period of struggle for existence between the nations seems to have begun', and that it might 'very well result in a long period of semi-barbarism'. Earlier, in I885, he had written that the 'throat-cutting in Africa' was 'hateful' and that the 'way in which it is written about, shows the completest barbarism still At times Conrad's myth gets out of hand and he would have done well to remember Hobson's point that the colonialist was not corrupted by the native, but by the colonial situation, through contact with 'merchants, planters, engineers, and overseers'. And this, of course, is the sort of corruption we see in the early section of the novella. As fiction, Conrad's myth was harmless, but in the political world, where many arguments rested on the notion that in Africa the white man became savage, it could be dangerous. Perhaps, too, Conrad was not careful enough with his analogies between civilization and savagery and his myth had its distorting effect. Edward Tylor spoke to this point when he wrote of comparisons between civilized and savage standards and criticized those who claimed that the evils of civilization were savage. 'But it is not savagery', he wrote, but rather 'broken-down civilization'.23
If myth gets out of hand and if Conrad was at times unsure about the nature of imperial decadence, he provided a detailed and comprehensive picture of the Belgian Congo. Heart of Darkness deserves, certainly, to be read for its poetry, but it demands to be read for its images of Africa, its moral condemnation of a colonialism which was, in Conrad's own words, 'the vilest scramble for loot that ever disfigured the history of human conscience and geographical exploration'.
